Assessment of intellectual impairment, health-related quality of life, and behavioral phenotype in patients with neurotransmitter related disorders: Data from the iNTD registry
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Abstract

Inherited disorders of neurotransmitter metabolism are a group of rare diseases, which are caused by impaired synthesis, transport, or degradation of neurotransmitters or cofactors and result in various degrees of delayed or impaired psychomotor development. To assess the effect of neurotransmitter deficiencies on intelligence, quality of life, and behavior, the data of 148 patients in the registry of the International Working Group on Neurotransmitter Related Disorders (iNTD) was evaluated using results from standardized age-adjusted tests and questionnaires. Patients with a primary disorder of monoamine metabolism had lower IQ scores (mean IQ 58, range 40-100) within the range of cognitive impairment (<70) compared to patients with a BH4 deficiency (mean IQ 84, range 40-129). Short attention span and distractibility were most frequently mentioned by parents, while patients reported most frequently anxiety and distractibility when asked for behavioral traits. In individuals with succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase deficiency, self-stimulatory behaviors were commonly reported by parents, whereas in patients with dopamine transporter deficiency, DNAJC12 deficiency, and monoamine oxidase A deficiency, self-injurious or mutilating behaviors have commonly been observed. Phobic fears were increased in patients with 6-pyruvoyltetrahydropterin synthase deficiency, while individuals with sepiapterin reductase deficiency frequently experienced communication and sleep difficulties. Patients with BH4 deficiencies achieved significantly higher quality of life as compared to other groups. This analysis of the iNTD registry data highlights: (a) difference in IQ and subdomains of quality of life between BH4 deficiencies and primary neurotransmitter-related disorders and (b) previously underreported behavioral traits.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Neurotransmitter deficiencies (NTDs) are a group of rare inherited metabolic diseases. The group consists of disorders directly affecting the synthesis, transport or degradation of monoamine neurotransmitters, and disorders affecting cofactor metabolism. Neurotransmitter metabolites include biogenic amines (catecholamines norepinephrine, epinephrine, and dopamine and serotonin) and amino acids (glycine, glutamate and γ-aminobutyric acid [GABA]). Tetrahydrobiopterin (BH₄) is an essential cofactor for enzymes involved in biogenic amine synthesis. A lack of BH₄ can therefore mimic the clinical and biochemical profile of monoamine NTDs. Approximately 1500 cases of NTDs are reported in the literature; the prevalence of individual diseases is difficult to estimate. NTDs can either present with an acute onset epileptic encephalopathy after birth and/or chronic metabolic disturbances resulting in a wide variety of clinical symptoms, including motor dysfunction, hypotonia, and developmental delay. Since the clinical phenotype overlaps with more frequently occurring neurological entities, inherited NTDs are under-recognized and often misdiagnosed.

Neuropsychological symptoms have been described in all NTDs, however, a global structured analysis of data on cognitive aspects, neurobehavioral attributes, or quality of life (QoL) and also the differences between subgroups on patients with NTDs is missing so far. We, therefore, gathered and statistically analyzed data from patients registered to the iNTD patient registry. The database query for this study was completed on 1 August 2020. Patients missing a definitive diagnosis of a neurotransmitter-related disease and infants with a birth weight less than 1500 g were excluded from the analyses. After applying the selection criteria, n = 148 individuals remained for whom information on at least one quality: IQ, QoL, or behavior was available. If measurement results at multiple time points for individual patients were stored in the registry database, only the most recent ones were evaluated. Detailed characteristics of the subanalysis datasets are discussed in the following sections. Table 1 provides an overview of the distribution of patients and their diagnoses.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Database characteristics

The iNTD is a worldwide consortium of clinicians, laboratory, and basic scientists. The iNTD patient registry is an important cornerstone within the network activities. Currently, 42 health-care providers from 26 countries contribute patients to the registry. The database query for IQ analysis

Each center had the freedom to choose a standardized test to perform IQ assessments. All tests were age-adjusted and included: The Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale for Intelligence (WPPSI-III), Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-IV), and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-IV). Individuals with scores below 70 were interpreted as intellectually disabled according to the standard definition of the tests. Scores between 85 and 114 are considered as average range. Individuals that were evaluated with the Denver II Score, the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development (BSID)-II and -III, and Griffiths Developmental Scale were excluded from the analysis.

2.3 | Behavior and emotional problems

Behavior and emotional traits were assessed using a self-report (for patients above the age of 13 years) or a parental report form. Thirty-three items were selected from the symptom list of the Mannheimer Eltern Interview by Esser et al and covered four main categories: (a) neurotic and emotional disorders, (b) anti-social and delinquent behavior, (c) hyperkinetic syndrome, and (d) additional specific disorders. The items covered the features of extraversive, introversive, autistic, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and psychosomatic spectra behaviors (aggressiveness, anorexia, anxiety, complaining of pain, compulsive behavior, difficulties falling asleep, distractibility, encopresis, enuresis, hyperactivity, impulsiveness, lying, mood swings, mutism, overeating, phobias, pica, problems communicating wishes, problems understanding other people’s feelings, being sad or unhappy, self-endangering behavior, self-mutilation, self-stimulation, inappropriate sexual behavior, short attention, being shy or timid, social withdrawal, stealing, substance abuse, temper tantrums, tics, waking up at night, and yelling).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Affected enzyme (OMIM disease code)</th>
<th>(n = 148, percent of total)</th>
<th>Age at diagnosis (in months), range</th>
<th>IQ analysis Professional assessment (n = 39)</th>
<th>Behavior analysis (n = 128)</th>
<th>PedsQL (n = 38)</th>
<th>WHOQoL (n = 29)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BH₄ deficiencies</td>
<td>arGTPCH (#233910)</td>
<td>6 (4%)</td>
<td>50.7, 6.9-167.9</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>1 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adGTPCH (#233910)</td>
<td>24 (16%)</td>
<td>173.8, 27.6-623.6</td>
<td>5 (13%)</td>
<td>3 (3%)</td>
<td>15 (36%)</td>
<td>6 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTPS (#261640)</td>
<td>32 (21%)</td>
<td>23.2, 0.1-395.7</td>
<td>14 (36%)</td>
<td>19 (22%)</td>
<td>10 (24%)</td>
<td>4 (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHPR (#261630)</td>
<td>13 (9%)</td>
<td>9.6, 0.4-23.7</td>
<td>3 (8%)</td>
<td>8 (9%)</td>
<td>4 (10%)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR (#612716)</td>
<td>11 (7%)</td>
<td>120.8, 6.9-311.8</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary disorders of monoamine metabolism - defects in biosynthesis and catabolism</td>
<td>AADC (#608643)</td>
<td>25 (17%)</td>
<td>61.5, 4.6-383.7</td>
<td>8 (21%)</td>
<td>18 (21%)</td>
<td>7 (17%)</td>
<td>2 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TH (#605407)</td>
<td>13 (9%)</td>
<td>63, 4.4-203.9</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>7 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>2 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAOA (309850)</td>
<td>4 (3%)</td>
<td>174.9, 6.4-431.7</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaperon deficiency</td>
<td>DNAJC12 (#617384)</td>
<td>2 (1%)</td>
<td>143.9, 119.9-167.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2 (2%)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dopamine transporter deficiency</td>
<td>DAT (#613135)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>8.9, 8.9-8.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other amino acid metabolism disorders</td>
<td>SSADH (#271980)</td>
<td>16 (11%)</td>
<td>55.7, 0.5-191.9</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>14 (16%)</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NKH (#605899)</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>3.9, 3.9-3.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AADC, aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase; adGTPCH, autosomal dominant GTP cyclohydrolase I; arGTPCH, autosomal recessive GTP cyclohydrolase I; DAT, dopamine transporter; DHPR, dihydricotidine reductase; MAOA, monoamine oxidase A; NKH, nonketotic hyperglycinemia; PTPS, 6-pyrroloyltetrahydroydorin synthase; SR, sepiapterin reductase; SSADH, succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase; TH, tyrosine hydroxylase.
2.4  Health-related QoL

QoL was measured using the Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory Version 4 (PedsQL 4.0) for patients between the age of 2 and 18 years,8,9 and the World Health Organization Quality of Life Project assessment tool WHOQoL-BREF (Skevington et al10) for patients age 18 and older. Both tests measure QoL as a multidimensional construct. The PedsQL consists of 23 items on a five-step Likert-scale and measures functioning and adaptation in physical, emotional, social, and academic domains over the last month. The subscales can be grouped into the dimensions of physical health (8 items) and psychosocial health (15 items). The PedsQL is available as a self-report (used for age ≥18 years) and parent proxy report forms (used for ages from 8 to 18 years). The WHOQoL-BREF is a short form of the original WHOQoL-100.11 It consists of 26 items on a five-step Likert-scale and measures QoL over the following dimensions: physical well-being, psychological health, social relationships, and environment over the 4 weeks preceding the completion of the questionnaire.

2.5  Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics for IQ (mean and standard deviation [SD]) are reported for BH4 deficiencies and primary NTDs. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to estimate differences in a continuous variable (IQ and WHOQoL-BREF score) among NTD groups. ANOVA post hoc comparisons were computed using Tukey HSD contrasts. Two groups were compared with t test with Welch correction when the response variable was continuous. A classification and regression tree (CART) analysis was used to perform supervised clustering of IQ values across all diagnoses.12 This method uses a binary algorithm that divides patients over all diagnosis groups according to differences in IQ. The term binary refers to the fact that two groups at a time can arise from a subdivision. Count data from frequency tables were analyzed with log-linear models, and likelihood ratio test was used to assess statistical significance. Deviation between observed and expected frequency were interpreted by means of Pearson residuals. Resulting $P$ values are reported as *$P \leq .05$, **$P \leq .01$, ***$P \leq .001$.

3  RESULTS

3.1  Overall dataset metrics

The study sample consists of a total of $n = 148$ patients from the iNTD patient registry, in whom information about the IQ, QoL, or behavioral and emotional traits was entered. An overview of the diseases included in the data set of this study and the abbreviations used for them throughout the manuscript can be found in Table 1. We divided disorders according to their biochemical background or the main pathophysiological principle in five groups. The group of BH4 deficiencies included ar/adGTPCH, PTPS, DHPR, and SR deficiency and the group of primary disorders of monoamine metabolism included AADC, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), and MAOA deficiency. The remaining diseases are distributed into the groups of chaperone deficiencies (DNAJC12 deficiency), transportopathies (DAT deficiency), and amino acid disorders (nonketotic hyperglycinemia [NKH] and succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase [SSADH] deficiency, see Table 1). Patients included in this study were primarily from Germany ($n = 30$), Italy ($n = 24$), Spain ($n = 20$), the United States ($n = 13$), and Turkey ($n = 12$). A world map with the distribution of patients included in the analysis can be found in Figure 1.

3.2  General IQ analysis clustering of IQ data (CART analysis)

Data on the intellectual performance of 39 patients were available. A total of $n = 26$ (67%) individuals were diagnosed with a BH4 deficiency, whereas $n = 11$ (28%) patients were diagnosed with a primary monoamine NTD, and one patient suffered from SSADH deficiency (3%) (Table 2). The IQ recorded at the last visit (mean age 16.5 years, range 3-42 years) was determined using WISC-IV IQ tests ($n = 16$), WISC-V tests ($n = 2$), WAIS-IV IQ tests ($n = 14$), and WPPSI-III IQ tests ($n = 7$). Sex was equally distributed (51.3% [n = 20] female, 48.7% [n = 19] male). With regard to sex, no significant difference in total IQ score ($P = .51$) between male (mean 73, SD ± 27, range 33-129) and female (66, SD ± 33, range 32-129) individuals was detected.

The mean overall IQ was 70 and showed a wide dispersion across all disease groups (SD ± 29, range 32-129). There was no statistically significant difference in IQ score when performing ANOVA comparison over individual diseases. It was found that a higher age at diagnosis was associated with a slight trend toward higher IQ scores. However, when looking at the individual disorders, it is striking that a trend toward higher IQs at later diagnosis time points is only observable for AADC and TH deficiency, as well as for adGTPCH deficiency. Individuals with PTPS deficiency revealed a trend toward lower IQ scores at later age of diagnosis, whereas a large variability of IQ values was observed in the group of early diagnosed PTPS patients (Figure 2A,C). Across all diseases, a longer
diagnostic delay was associated with a trend toward lower IQ scores, however, the length of diagnostic delay did not significantly affect the IQ score in our cohort (\( P = .78 \)). Again, when looking at the individual diseases, this trend predominantly applied to individuals with AADC and arGTPCH deficiency. In contrast, a slight positive correlation between diagnostic delay and IQ was shown for PTPS deficiency, although in this case the diagnostic delay reached negative values due to possible identification of patients in newborn screening (Figure 2B,D).

A decision tree model was used to explore the IQ data and find disease groups that differ considering IQ. We detected a first order binary separation of IQ values (Figure 3) distinguishing primary monoamine NTDs and BH4 deficiencies. The mean full IQ score was lower in the group of primary monoamine NTDs (\( n = 11 \); mean IQ 58, SD ± 20, range 40-100) compared to the group of BH4 deficiencies (\( n = 7 \); mean IQ 84, SD ± 29, range 40-129), with the exception of PTPS deficiency (\( n = 14 \); mean IQ 65, SD ± 30, range 32-124). Patients with adGTPCH deficiency (\( n = 5 \)) had an overall clinically very mild course with predominantly motor involvement and a mean IQ of 99 (SD ± 30, range 48-129). To prevent any distortion of the data toward higher IQ scores in the group of BH4 deficiencies, we decided to exclude patients with adGTPCH deficiency from the CART analysis.

### Table 2 IQ over disease groups and individual diseases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Affected enzyme (n)</th>
<th>Mean IQ (±SD, range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BH4 deficiencies</td>
<td>arGTPCH (n = 2)</td>
<td>93 (±25, 75-110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adGTPCH (n = 5)</td>
<td>99 (±31, 48-129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTPS (n = 14)</td>
<td>65 (±30, 32-124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHPR (n = 3)</td>
<td>81 (±45, 40-129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR (n = 2)</td>
<td>79 (±9, 72-85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary disorders</td>
<td>AADC (n = 8)</td>
<td>63 (±21, 40-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of monoamine metabolism</td>
<td>TH (n = 2)</td>
<td>42 (±2, 40-43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAOA (n = 1)</td>
<td>54 (NA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other amino acid</td>
<td>SSADH (n = 2)</td>
<td>42 (±13, 32-51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metabolism disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AADC, aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase deficiency; adGTPCH, autosomal dominant GTP cyclohydrolase I deficiency; arGTPCH, autosomal recessive GTP cyclohydrolase I deficiency; DHPR, dihydropyrimidin reductase deficiency; MAOA, monoamine oxidase A deficiency; PTPS, 6-pyruvoyltetrahydropterin synthase deficiency; SSADH, succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase deficiency; SR, sepiapterin reductase deficiency; TH, tyrosine hydroxylase deficiency.

### 3.3 Behavior

In total, data from \( n = 129 \) behavioral questionnaires were analyzed, of which \( n = 87 \) were completed by parents and \( n = 42 \) by patients themselves. The disease distribution of the participants can be found in Table 1.
The specified behaviors were analyzed independently of their occurrence time as a symptom report. The behavioral trait most frequently mentioned by parents when reporting on their children across all disease groups was short attention (63.86%), followed by distractibility (59.52%). In the patient self-reports, anxiety was mentioned as the most common emotional problem (46.34%). Distractibility was likewise the second most frequently stated (40.0%). None of the patients reported pica, substance abuse, exaggerated sexual behavior, or stealing as typical behaviors in their self-report. The behavior documented by parents and self-reports are shown in Figure 4A,B.

To obtain a more fine-grained representation of the data in relation to the underlying disease of the individual patients, we performed a contingency table analysis. Thus, we found that in parent reports, self-stimulatory behavior was observed with higher frequency in patients with SSADH deficiency and nonketotic hyperglycinemia (SSADH 9/17; NKH 2/2; likelihood ratio test $P < .01$). In the patient groups with DAT, DNAJC12, and MAOA deficiency we observed an increase in self-injurious or...
mutilating behaviors (DAT 1/1; DNAJC12 1/2; MAOA 2/4; likelihood ratio test $P < .01$). In patients with an arGTPCH or DAT deficiency we observed difficulties with food intake (arGTPCH 1/1; DAT 1/1; likelihood ratio test $P = .03$). Although statistical relevance of these results was detectable in the overall group comparison,
the very small number of patients must be considered when interpreting these results. In self-report analysis, patients with PTPS deficiency reported phobic fears with high frequency (6/11; likelihood ratio test \( P < .05 \)). Patients with SR deficiency frequently suffered from communication problems (2/3; likelihood ratio test \( P < .01 \)) and problems with the initiation of sleep (3/3; likelihood ratio test \( P < .05 \)).

### 3.4 | Quality of life

Data about QoL were available for \( n = 23 \) patients and \( n = 15 \) parents completing the PedsQL and \( n = 26 \) patients completing the WHOQoL-BREF questionnaire. For some subcategories of the PedsQL, incomplete answer sheets were available from the participants, so that we refrained from forming sum scores during the evaluation. Due to inherent differences in theoretical concepts, we did separate analyses for the two instruments.

Patients’ assessment of their own QoL differs from that of their parents. Results from the PedsQL questionnaire showed that patients rated their QoL an average of 10 points higher compared to parental rating. Further analyses according to disease subgroups or an overarching biochemical clustering did not yield statistically significant differences.

Analysis of the WHOQoL-BREF revealed significant differences in QoL in the three domains psychological well-being, social relationships, and environment between patients with a BH\(_4\) deficiency and those suffering from a primary NTD. In all three domains, patients with a BH\(_4\) deficiency reported significantly higher QoL. Only in the domain of physical health, no significant difference between the two patient groups was found. Table 3 presents the WHOQoL-BREF results on the four subdomains broken down by primary NTDs and BH\(_4\) deficiencies.

### 4 | DISCUSSION

Our analysis of 148 patients of the iNTD registry explores neurotransmitter-related disorders through the dimensions of intelligence, behavioral phenotype, and QoL. Such analyses on large cohorts are particularly important in rare diseases to better understand the various aspects of these diseases, recognize them timely, and improve patient-care approaches.

### 4.1 | Intellectual functioning

Neurotransmitters, in particular dopamine and serotonin, are significantly involved in tasks attributed to cognitive function and neurodevelopment. These include verbal and operational skills, working memory, and logical thinking, beyond the link between neurotransmitters and intelligence in general.\(^{13-16}\) To date, only few studies on the cognitive abilities of patients with neurotransmitter diseases have been published, most of which are based on the analysis of singular diseases and rather small case series.\(^{17-20}\) By analyzing the comprehensive iNTD registry data set, we were able to review a larger cohort of patients with a variety of underlying diseases.

In alignment with previous studies, it was shown that the variability of intelligence within specific groups of conditions and individual diseases was high.\(^{21,22}\) While the attempt to group diseases according to their biochemical background did not add further clarity to the picture, using the CART algorithm helped in revealing patterns that showed a difference in the mean values between a group of predominantly primary monoamine NTDs and BH\(_4\) deficiencies. Patients with primary monoamine NTDs, which included TH, MAOA, and AADC deficiency showed lower IQ values when compared to patients with BH\(_4\) metabolism defects when excluding adGPTCH and with the exception of PTPS deficiency. In the latter group,
patients revealed a rather heterogeneous IQ value distribution ranging from 32 to 124. The pathophysiologic causes for this range are certainly multifactorial. The following mechanisms may contribute to the variance: For some BH$_4$ disorders, newborn screening allows early diagnosis. In addition, residual enzyme activity, well studied for ad- and argTPCH deficiency, also plays a relevant role as well as the underlying mutation.

Neurotransmitters play an important role in early brain development, where they control the generation of neurons, their migration as well as the formation of complex brain structures that enable higher cognitive functions. Mild disease progression potentially determines that diseases are not diagnosed until later in life. In our study population, both age at diagnosis and diagnostic delay had a rather small impact on intellectual outcome in relation to the full IQ across all diseases (Figure 2). Nevertheless, a negative correlation of age at diagnosis to IQ was found for some diseases, primarily observable for individuals with PTPS deficiency. This effect might partially be attributed to a delay in treatment initiation, although low IQ values were also observed in PTPS patients diagnosed early in life. Considering the overall heterogeneity in the IQ distribution in individual diseases, a clear correlation between intellectual outcome and a sufficient, timely control symptom as one might expect could not be demonstrated. A simple correlation of IQ with the age at diagnosis or the diagnostic delay of patients with neurotransmitter diseases is difficult because multiple factors might have an impact on IQ: the severity of the phenotypic traits, differences in the availability of early diagnosis through, for example, newborn screening programs, and the availability of drugs that have a lasting impact on the course of the disease.

4.2 Behavior

The studied group showed a heterogeneous profile of behavioral patterns. Some behaviors occurred with greater probability in certain disease groups, so that the assumption can be made that specific biochemical changes in the individual neurotransmitter systems are associated with distinct behavioral abnormalities. Short attention span and anxiety were the most commonly reported behavioral problems by parents and patients, respectively, in all neurotransmitter subgroups. It is unclear whether this behavioral change can be attributed specifically to neurotransmitter dysfunction or to some other secondary mechanism. The general role of neurotransmitters in executive function and correlations with some diagnostic criteria of ADHD, such as increased impulsivity or decreased attention, and the neurobiology of anxiety in children have been explored. For ADHD, an underlying dopamine hypofunctional state has been suggested. However, since we found the behavioral abnormality also in other neurotransmitter disorders, a dopamine deficiency is probably not the sole underlying cause. This is confirmed by the fact that the short attention span is independent of L-dopa substitution. Other studies also showed little or no effect of L-dopa supplementation on ADHD symptoms such as short attention. L-dopa treatment has also been reported to improve cognitive inflexibility in patients with mild forms of Parkinson’s disease. However, since in the study by Cools et al at the same time, impulsivity was also increased in relation to riskier decision-making, at least an effect of the treatment itself would also have to be discussed. Families and patients in the present sample placed short attention span and anxiety as troublesome behavioral characteristics. To address these symptoms, personalized and patient- or family-centered psychotherapeutic approaches may be worthwhile for patients with NTDs.

According to parental reports, self-stimulatory behaviors were seen in 9/17 children with SSADH deficiency. In previous reports, these behaviors were not reported in association with SSADH deficiency. Whether this behavior is associated with significant cognitive delay, impulse control, or hyperkinetic behavior needs to be explored.

Self-injurious behaviors found in our study in patients with DAT, DNAJC12, and MAOA deficiencies were previously reported for these diseases within the spectrum of aggression. The DNAJC12 deficiency has been associated with behavioral and neurological phenotypes including a spectrum ranging from mild autistic features or hyperactivity to severe intellectual disability, dystonia, and parkinsonism. Bortolato et al expended on the phenotypic description of MAOA deficiency, Brunner syndrome, and report on a range from autism to aggression. Self-mutilation though is described as a unique entity within the range of extreme aggression and reported in conditions such as Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, creatine deficiency, Rett disorder, and some are grouped under the term “pediatric psychocutaneous disorders.” However, interestingly in our study, mutilating behaviors were found in patients with DAT, DNAJC12, and MAOA deficiencies. Looking into associations of self-mutilating behavior and mental condition, Simeon et al were able to show that it was significantly correlated with impulsivity, chronic anger, and somatic anxiety. The authors suggested that it supported their hypothesis of an underlying serotonergic dysfunction. Self-mutilation is also reported in association with dysregulation of pain perception. Whether dopaminergic involvement affecting pain perception through the reward system contributes to this behavior remains to be elucidated.

Another intriguing finding in our study was that patients with arGTPCH deficiency or DAT deficiency...
demonstrated limited food intake. A dopamine transporter dysregulation was described in association with disorders affecting insulin levels and signaling such as diabetes and anorexia.\textsuperscript{43} Disturbed neopterin and bioppterin concentrations were associated with dysregulation of food intake, including loss of appetite in patients with diabetes and perhaps an enzymatic defect in GTPCH leading to low concentrations of neopterin could explain this previously unreported behavioral feature.\textsuperscript{44}

Phobic fears were increased in self-reports of patients with PTPS deficiency. This is also not specified in previously reported data although aggression and psychiatric disorders were generally mentioned.\textsuperscript{20,45-46}

In alignment with literature, patients with SR deficiency in our study, frequently experienced communication and sleep difficulties.\textsuperscript{47-49}

4.3 | Quality of life

Comparison of the parent and self-reports using the PedsQL showed that patients rated their QoL on average 10 points higher than their parents did in the overall view of all results. This observation coincides with descriptions of a divergent perception of QoL by children with other neurodevelopmental and neurological conditions with physical impairments and their parents, and can be found in particular for areas of subjective experience.\textsuperscript{50-54}

Our analysis of the WHOQoL-BREF revealed significant differences in QoL between individuals with BH\textsubscript{4} deficiencies compared to those with primary NTDs in the three domains of psychological well-being, social relationships, and environment, where patients with a BH\textsubscript{4} deficiency reported on significantly higher QoL. We believe that this finding may be associated with our reported difference in IQ between these two groups; with an overall higher IQ in the BH\textsubscript{4} deficiency group as compared to primary NTDs. This also aligns with literature reporting on higher IQ being associated with higher QoL in individuals with intellectual disability.\textsuperscript{55-57}

As related to traits affecting QoL within the domains of psychological well-being, social relationship, social support, and environment, our findings also align with previous reports in other neurodevelopmental conditions with intellectual disability. There is evidence in the literature of a positive correlation of peer support, emotional function, social abilities, and environmental living factors including socioeconomic status and QoL.\textsuperscript{58-61} In the physical health domain of the QoL analysis, there were no significant differences between the abovementioned patient groups. Interestingly, the literature is also polarized in associations between burden of disease (in other neurological and neurodevelopmental conditions) and QoL. Irazabel et al showed that the behavioral problems in a context of mental disorders, intellectual disability, disability in personal care, and the copresence of intellectual disability and mental disorder significantly account for family burden.\textsuperscript{62} Similarly, in children with epilepsy, seizure frequency as well as their severity negatively impacted QoL as compared to children with other non-neurological chronic conditions such as asthma or diabetes.\textsuperscript{63,64} On the other hand, studies on subjective well-being of individuals with cerebral palsy showed that satisfaction in life was not decreased in this patient population that clearly suffers from physical disability in a variable range,\textsuperscript{65,66} and that the postoperative improvement of IQ and QoL in children who underwent corpus callosotomy for refractory seizures in the context of Lennox-Gastaut syndrome was not related to postoperative seizures control per se.\textsuperscript{67}

4.4 | Limitations of this study

Although, this study describes the assessment of intellectual impairment, health-related QoL, and behavioral phenotype in the largest cohort of neurotransmitter patients to date, one of the main limitations of this study is the relatively small number of patients for (individual) subgroup analyses, which makes data allocation and disease-specific analyses difficult. While the IQ survey is based on internationally standardized tests, the iNTD registry does not specify which ones are to be used for data collection. Each center has the option to use a test that is most suitable for them, slightly affecting the comparability of the results. To overcome this challenge, we have only interpreted data from patients for whom standardized IQ tests were filled out, which significantly reduced the amount of data points. Furthermore, for some individuals, longitudinal data were available, which further decreased overall disease-specific data availability, since only the latest test performed was evaluated. The assessment of intellectual abilities is extremely complex, because especially higher mental functions (executive functions, adaptive skills, and emotional profiles) are not covered in the iNTD registry. This is important because it is these functions that are significantly influenced by neurotransmitters (especially though the dopaminergic axis). For patients with Parkinson’s disease, early initiation of therapy with L-dopa resulted in higher cognitive flexibility in the long term, while at the same time a negative effect on reverse learning was recorded.\textsuperscript{68} In contrast, a negative effect on short-term verbal memory was described for dopamine agonists.\textsuperscript{69} Severe disease courses with massive impairment of cognitive function are frequently reported for some NTD groups. As a result,
certain diseases might be underrepresented in this analysis, as there are no suitable test options for IQ, behavior, or QoL. Some of the behavioral abnormalities described in our cohort have been observed in a very small number of patients. This consistently presents a challenge to researchers working with rare and ultrarare disorders. We have therefore attempted to interpret the results with the greatest possible caution, taking this limitation into account.

5 | CONCLUSION

This study is the first to analyze IQ, behavioral patterns, and QoL data from a large cross-disease cohort of pediatric and adult patients with NTDs. We describe previously unreported behavioral phenotypes that will contribute to a better assessment of patients and better psychological treatment approaches. Extending the phenotype will encourage clinicians to include neurotransmitter defects in their differential diagnoses and permit earlier treatment in some patients. The IQ results align with recognized patterns as related to disease severity. The QoL results align with the literature from other neurological and neurodevelopmental conditions. NTDs are complex neurological conditions. A better understanding of the problems as perceived by families and patients promotes patient-centered care in which physician-patient-family discussions determine the goals of management and care.
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